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Abstract
Wederive a purely algebraic framework for the identiﬁcation of hierarchy equations ofmotion that
induce completely positive dynamics and demonstrate the applicability of our approachwith several
examples.Weﬁnd bounds on the violation of complete positivity formicroscopically derived
hierarchy equations ofmotion and construct well-behaved phenomenologicalmodels with strongly
non-Markovian revivals of quantum coherence.
1. Introduction
Every quantum system inevitably interacts with its environment. This interaction contributes to the emergence
of classicality, represents themajor challenge in the development of quantum information technological
hardware [1], but can also be exploited for advancedmeans to control quantum systems like laser cooling [2] or
dissipative state preparation [3].
The central difﬁculty in describing open quantum systems resides in themere size of an environment.Most
approaches aim at the reduction of such environments to their aspects that aremost relevant for the system
dynamics. This ranges from effective descriptions in terms of the system’s degrees of freedomonly [4, 5], via
approaches that explicitly include themost relevant environmental degrees of freedom [6–8] to numerically
expensive treatments that aim at a potentially exact description [9–13]. In practice, one needs to take a
compromise between accuracy and numerical effort; a comparatively simple effective description can help to
develop amore intuitivemodel, butmay also fail to identifymore subtle features.
A completely different approach is based on a phenomenologicalmodelling of open quantum system
dynamics that promises a better understanding and deeper insights into the underlying physics. The hallmark is
provided by theKossakowski–Lindblad equation [4, 5] that allows us to constructmodels that respect the
probabilistic interpretation of quantummechanics:Markovian Lindbladmaster equations ensure the property
of complete positivity such that all quantities that are interpreted as probabilities are always non-negative.
Furthermore, it permits an interpretation of the environmental effects in terms of rates and elementary
processes. The intuitive comprehension that comes alongwith thismodel suffers the disadvantage of a strongly
limited applicability.Many systems that are actively investigated, like quantumdots [14], light-harvesting
systems [15], or photonic band-gapmaterials [16], are characterised by a rather strong system-environment
coupling giving rise to non-Markovian effects like the back-ﬂowof information that are not captured by this
model.
For that reason, it is desirable toﬁnd a framework for the description of non-Markovian processes that
ensures complete positivity. This property is not only crucial for physically sensible dynamics, but
understanding the very conditions under which the equation ofmotion induces completely positive (CP)
processesmust also be considered a crucial step towards a phenomenological understanding.However, the
addition ofmemory to the systemdynamics gives rise to substantial complications [17] in particular with respect
to complete positivity.Most approaches to this problem focus on integral equations over amemory kernel and
for certain classes like semi-Markov processes [18, 19], collision-model-based approaches [20] or continuous
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set of conditions for CP dynamics has been obtained [22] and eventually the post-Markovianmaster equation
[23] is capable to describe CPnon-Markovian dynamics by interpolating between the generalisedmeasurement
interpretation of theKraus operator sum and the notion of a continuousmeasurement forMarkovian processes
but ultimately also imposes conditions on thememory kernel.
In this article we propose a different take on the question of CP non-Markovian dynamics. Rather than by
integral forms over amemory kernel, our approach is inspired by the framework of hierarchical equations of
motion (HEOM) [9] that employ—in addition to the systemdensitymatrix ( ) t1 —a set of auxiliary operators
( ) ti ( = ¼i n2, , ) that contain information about the environment and system-environment correlation.
Equations ofmotion of the form
å= = ¼
=





have been derived based onmicroscopicmodels for awide range of systems including light-harvesting
complexes [24, 25], molecular transistors [26], as well as electrons in tunnelling junctions [27] and organic
heterojunctions exposed to a phonon bath [28]. In particular they have proven to be very reliable in the regime
where comparable intra-system and system-environment interactions prevent approximations based on
separations of time-scales.
Wewill start out assuming the structure(1)with aﬁnite-dimensional system state ( ) t1 and target the
identiﬁcation of conditions on ij such that the dynamicalmap L ( )t1 with t 0 deﬁned via
= L( ) ( ) ( ) t t 01 1 1 is CP. In the case of n=1, i.e. equations ofmotion for the system state only, it is well
established that this condition is satisﬁed if and only if 11 can bewritten in Lindblad form [4, 5]. A
generalisation of this criterion toHEOMswith >n 1 that also permits an incorporation of non-Markovian
dynamics is, however, not known.
In this article,wepropose anewmethodbymeansofwhich sufﬁcient conditions forCPdynamics canbederived
forHEOMs. In somecases, such conditions canbeobtainedanalytically,whereashighly efﬁcientnumericalmethods
are inplacewhenever an analytical solution is not feasible. In section2.1, the formal andalgebraic framework is set
before a very intuitive geometrical interpretationof theprocedure is given in section2.2. In section2.3,weprovide
practical tools that ease an analytical examination as it is carriedout for a coupleof examples in section2.4.More
advanced techniques that aim for anumerical investigationofmore complexproblemsare subject to section3,where
we introduce a transformation that permits auniversal applicability of themethod (section3.1) anddemonstratehow
semi-deﬁnite programmingcanbe employed for ahighly efﬁcientnumerical examinationofHEOMs (section3.2).A
truncationof aHEOMisoftencarriedout inorder toobtain approximatedynamicsbut can also give rise to equations
that violate completepositivity. That iswhy in sections4.1 and4.2our approach ismodiﬁed such that thebinary
classiﬁcation intoCPandnon-CPdynamics is replacedby aquantiﬁcationof the violationof completepositivity. This
permits the applicationof ourmethod to an important exampleof a truncatedHEOMthatdescribes the spin-Boson
model in section4.3, beforewe concludeour results in section5.
2.Deriving conditions for complete positivity
Since complete positivity is a property of the dynamicalmap rather than of the system state, it is helpful to re-
formulate (1) in terms of time-dependentmaps L ( )ti that satisfy = L( ) ( ) ( ) t t 0i i 1 . The equations ofmotion
for these dynamicalmaps are obtained from (1) and read
åL = L = ¼
=





This set of equations can be expressed in a very concise form,whenwe introduce the extended dynamical
mapL = å L Ä=( ) ( ) ∣ )t t iin i1 with {∣ )}i being the orthogonal and normalised basis of an n-dimensionalHilbert
space. This notion of extended objects that are formed by operators is highly convenient andwill in the course of
this article be denoted by bold-faced symbols. The scalar product on this extended space reads
åL G L Gá ñ º = L G( ) ( ) ( )† †, tr tr 3
i
i i
for any two extended vectorsL and G. In the same spirit, we also introduce the extended state
= å Ä=( ) ( ) ∣ ) t t iin i1 and deﬁne the extended generator = å Ä= ∣ )( ∣  i ji jn ij, 1 , which permits to express
(2) in the compact form
L L¶ =( ) ( ) ( )t t . 4t
Bymeans of this notationwe are in the position to concisely describe the algebraic framework for the derivation
of conditions for CPdynamics. In practice, it is often convenient toworkwith Bloch-type representations, where
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the Bloch vectorå Ä ∣ )b ii i of  is deﬁned in terms of the Bloch vectors bi of the operators ñi, i.e. vectors with
components s=[ ] ( )b tri j j i for =j x y z0, , , , where sx, sy and sz are the Paulimatrices and s = 0 the
identitymatrix, or their generalisation to higher dimensional systems. For extendedmapsL( )t and generators
 the corresponding representations are deﬁned analogously.
2.1. The algebraic framework
Let usﬁrst detail the concept of validmaps. An extended dynamicalmapL( )t is valid if and only if the system
map L ( )t1 is CP, i.e. it can bewritten as
åc m mL =( ) ( ) ( )† t t , 5
ij
ij i j1 1 1
with a positive semi-deﬁnitematrix c ( )t and a set ofmutually orthonormal operators mi. Showing complete
positivity of L ( )t1 is thus equivalent to proving positive semi-deﬁniteness of c ( )t .
The initialmapL ( )01 at the time t=0 is givenby the identitymap such that c ( )0 has rankone.The rankof a
matrixprovides informationabout thenumberofnon-vanishing eigenvalues anddoes therefore also indicate the
orderof thehighestnon-vanishing elementary symmetric polynomial. Those elementary symmetric polynomials read
c c c c c c cº º - ¼ º( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )] ( ) ( ) ( )e e etr , tr tr 2, , det , 6r1 2 2 2
where r×r is the dimension ofχ, andwhenχ has rank k, then c =( )e 0j for all >j k. For the initialmatrix
c ( )0 one obtains c =( ( ))e 0 11 and c =( ( ))e 0 0j for all >j 1but as time evolves, the eigenvalues of c ( )t will
typically take non-vanishing values such that the rank of c ( )t increases.Wewill now consider a time >t 0p at
which all non-trivial (i.e. not permanently vanishing) eigenvalues of c ( )t are strictly positive. This is equivalent
to c ( )tp being positive semi-deﬁnite and having rank cº ( ( ( ))∣ )h t tmax rank 0 . Any sign-ﬂip of any
eigenvalue of c ( )t for >t tp is then necessarily accompanied by a vanishing polynomial eh, for why it is
sufﬁcient to ensure that c( ( ))e th does never become equal to zero for >t tp in order to show complete positivity
from time tp on. If no eigenvalue of c ( )t remains equal to zero (i.e. h = r), then eh is given by the determinant
but evenwhen one ormore eigenvalues of c ( )t vanish permanently, the proposedmethodwill still be applicable
with eh being an elementary symmetric polynomial of lower order.
In order to prove c >( ( ))e t 0h for >t tp, it is assumed (the assumptionwill be justiﬁed in section 3.1) that
one can ﬁnd a nonlinear transformation of the coordinatesL( )t such that c( ( ))e th is quadratic in the extended
mapL( )t and can bewritten as
c L L L L= á ñ - á ñ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )S Se t t t0 , 0 , 7h
with a suitable operator S that satisﬁes = †S S .
Aswewill show in the following the dynamicalmap L ( )t1 is CP for all times >t tp, if there exists an operator
= †R R that
(i) fulﬁls the operator inequality +†  R R 0,
(ii) is ‘normalised’ as L Lá - ñ =( ) ( ) ( )R St t, 0p p ,
(iii) is such that -R S is positive semi-deﬁnite.
To prove this statement, we employ (ii) to reformulate (7) to
c c L L L L= + á ñ - á ñ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R Se t e t t t t t, , . 8h h p p p
Since c( ( ))e th p is strictly positive by assumption, this implies the inequality
c L L L L> á ñ - á ñ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R Se t t t t t, , . 9h p p
Condition (iii) allows to bound this further to
c L L L L> á ñ - á ñ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R Re t t t t t, , . 10h p p
Due to (i) the time derivative of L Lá ñ( ) ( )Rt t, is always non-positive
L L L L¶ á ñ = á + ñ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†  R R Rt t t t, , 0, 11t
so that the right-hand side of (10) growsmonotonically, which implies that c >( ( ))e t 0h for > >t t 0p .
Whereas c ( )tp is (by assumption) positive semi-deﬁnite and of rank h, the ultimate goal is to show complete
positivity for all times t 0 and to also take into account the initial condition c =( ( ))e 0 0h . To this end it is
necessary to verify that that all non-trivial eigenvalues of c ( )t become positive in leading order in t. If this is the
case, and L Lá ñ( ) ( )Rt t, is not strictly constant (i.e. it decreases in leading order in t following (i)), then (ii) can
be replaced by
3
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(ii’) L Lá - ñ =( ) ( ) ( )R S0 , 0 0
and (i), (ii’), and (iii) verify CP dynamics for all t 0.
To prove the latter statement, weﬁrst ﬁnd >t 0p such that c ( ) t 0p and c >( ( ))e t 0h p , as well as
L L L Lá ñ < á ñ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R Rt t, 0 , 0p p , and L ( )t1 is CP for all  t t0 p. To show complete positivity for >t tp,
we rewrite (7) trivially as
c L L L L
L L L L
= á ñ - á ñ
+ á ñ - á ñ
( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
S R
R S
e t t t
t t t t
0 , 0 ,
, , . 12
h p p
p p
Following (ii’) this implies
c L L L L
L L L L
= á ñ - á ñ
+ á ñ - á ñ
( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
R R
R S
e t t t
t t t t
0 , 0 ,
, , , 13
h p p
p p
where theﬁrst two terms satisfy L L L Lá ñ - á ñ >( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R Rt t0 , 0 , 0p p , such that
c L L L L> á ñ - á ñ( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R Se t t t t t, , . 14h p p
This proves strict positivity of c( ( ))e th as shown above in (9).
Becauseof the requirement that c( ( ))e th be strictly larger than the right-hand sideof (14), the approachdescribed
so far cannot verify completepositivity if someeigenvalues of c ( )t vanish afterhavingbeenpositive. Suchcases can,
however, be treatedwith a slight extensionof the framework inwhich L Lá ñ( ) ( )Rt t, is permitted to remain constant
such that the ‘>’ sign in (14) is replacedbya ‘’ sign.With thismodiﬁcation, thepresent approachveriﬁes that
c( ( ))e th never becomesnegative, but it admits the cases inwhich c( ( ))e th vanishes. In those cases, however, positive
values of c( ( ))e th dono longer verify completepositivity, since any spectrumofc ( )t with an evennumberof
negative eigenvalueswould result in anon-negative valueof c( ( ))e th . Situations inwhich anevennumberof
eigenvalues becomesnegative at the same instance in timecan thusnotbedistinguished fromCPdynamics. In
addition toverifying that c( ( )) e t 0h one thusneeds to verify that the second-highest polynomial c- ( ( ))e th 1 never
vanishes afterhavingbecomepositive. If this is so, thenone canbe sure that atmost one (non-trivial) eigenvalue can
vanish at each instance in time,which, togetherwith c( ( )) e t 0h veriﬁes completepositivity. If indeed two (or
more) eigenvalues vanish simultaneously, one can extend the frameworkby taking into accountmorepolynomials
c- ( ( ))e th i such that also the extremecasewhere c ( )t becomesof rankone canbe treated.
Alternatively, one canworkwith the original framework based on eh alone, but add a perturbation e d11 to
11 in (1) that prevents that eigenvalues of c ( )t vanish. If (14) veriﬁes CPdynamics for all ε in some interval
e e> > 0m , then the dynamics is CP also for e = 0. Since depolarising dynamics D with
= -( )    dtrD , where d is the system size (i.e. ( ) t1 is d×d-dimensional) and  the identitymap,
increases eigenvalues of ( ) t1 thatmight have vanished previously, D is typically a good choice for d11.
2.2. Geometric interpretation
The proposed procedure can be intuitively understood in geometrical terms: just like normalised, Hermitian
operators are quantum states (i.e. positive semi-deﬁnite operators) of a two-level system if and only if they are
represented by points inside the Bloch sphere, also valid extended dynamicalmaps form a geometrical object
whichwe denote by . Although the dimension of  is substantially larger than the dimension of the Bloch
sphere, and its shapewill typically bemore complicated, this underlying geometry permits an immediate
understanding of our approach. The schematic representation ofﬁgure 1 depicts all the points within  in blue
and yellow. In turn, all points outside this area correspond to invalid extendedmapswith a system component
that is not CP. The dynamics induced by (4) is indicated by arrows.
The goal is toﬁnd conditionswhich guarantee that, for a given initial conditionL( )tp within  (indicated by
a black circle in ﬁgure 1), the dynamics is such that its trajectorywill never leave . As this can typically not be
showndirectly bymeans of , one strives for the identiﬁcation of a region , such that
•  containsL( )t for all times >t tp
•  lies inside .
This region  shall be conﬁned by the equipotential line of a function L L Lº á ñ( ) R, (ﬁgure 1 depicts some
equipotential lines of  in green (dotted/dashed)) that is determined by R.More precisely,  is given by all
extendedmaps G = å G Ä ∣ )ii i for which G L<( ) ( ( ))  tp .When the coordinate system is chosen such that
the asymptotic extendedmapL  ¥( )t lies in its origin, then L( ( )) t can be considered a distance between
L( )t and the asymptoticmap aroundwhich the object  is centred.
4
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According to (i), the function L( ( )) t decreasesmonotonically under the dynamics induced by (1), for why
L( ( )) t can never exceed the value L( ( )) tp for >t tp. The geometric implication of (i) is thatL( )t will never
leave . Condition (ii) and (iii), in turn,manifest a relation between  and  such that  contains . This
implies that and all extendedmaps inside  are valid.
The initial extendedmapL( )0 (indicated by a black cross inﬁgure 1) lies on the boundary of  (due to c ( )0
having rank one) for why  and  become tangential in the pointL( )0 when tp becomes inﬁnitesimally small.
2.3. Simpliﬁcation of condition (ii’) and (iii)
The construction of R is typicallymost challengingwhenCPdynamics shall be proven for t 0 (i.e. when 
and  become tangential inL( )0 ). A particularly convenient case is, however, givenwhen the S is of rank one,
which, in geometrical terms,means that the valid region  is conﬁned by two parallel planes. The construction
of = †R R that proves complete positivity for t 0 can in this case be simpliﬁed as the condition (iii) can be
partially replaced by a set of equality conditions, which effectively decrease the number of degrees of freedom in
R that have to be determined. This is particularly helpful for an analytical construction of the latter.
More speciﬁcally, the inequality - R S 0 is satisﬁed (i.e. (iii) holds true) if R is positive semi-deﬁnite,
normalised as in (ii’), and satisﬁes
G G¶¶ á ñ =G L=∣ ( )( ) ( )K R, 0 15i 0
for a basis { }( )K i of the kernel of S. Equation (15) is a set of linear constraints that reduces the number of degrees
of freedom in R.
To understandwhy this reformulation of (iii) is possible, we emphasize thatL( )0 lies on the boundary of 
and can thus not be from the kernel of the operator S. Thatmeans thatL( )0 and { }( )K i are linearly independent
and form a complete set (because S is of rank one) such that every extendedmap v can be decomposed as
L= +( )v Ka b0 with K being from the span of { }( )K i and Î a b, .Without loss of generality, it can be
assumed4 that Î* a b .With this decomposition, we obtain
L Lá - ñ = á ñ + á ñ + á ñ( ) ( ( ) ( ) ) ( )*v R S v R K K R K R Ka b b, 0 , , 0 , , 162
where (ii’) has been employed. From (15), one can, however, deduce
L L L L L L
G G
á ñ + á ñ= á + + ñ - á ñ
= ¶¶ =G L

=
( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ]
( )∣ ( )( )
  R K K R K R K R
K
R
0 , , 0 lim
1




which, togetherwith R 0, implies non-negativity of (16) and thus positive semi-deﬁniteness of -R S.
Figure 1.A schematic representation of the set  (blue and yellow) of extendedmaps G = å G Ä ∣ )ii i withCP G1 is depicted. The
arrows show the dynamics according to (4). The thick trajectory corresponds to the dynamics that starts at L( )0 (black cross) and
passes through the point L( )tp (black circle). Equipotential lines of the function L L L= á ñ( ) R, are depicted in green (dotted).
The line that contains L( )tp is depictedwith long dashing and conﬁnes the set  (yellow). If  is contained in  (as depicted), and
L( ( )) t decreasesmonotonically, CP dynamics is veriﬁed for >t tp.
4
If that is not the case, then one can consider I I¢ º + ( ) ( )*b b a b a and I I¢ º - ¢ Î( ( ) [ ( )]) ( )*K K Ra b b a1 ker such that
L= + ¢ ¢( )V Ka b0 and I ¢ =( )*a b 0
5
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With the framework derived hitherto, we are now in the position to analyse exemplary equations ofmotion
that permit to construct R by purely analyticmeans. Subsequently, in section 3wewill expand the framework of
constructing R towards numerical techniques that will permit to treatmore complex cases as exempliﬁed in
sections 3.3 and 4.3.
2.4. Examples
2.4.1. The damped Jaynes–Cummingsmodel
An instructive example of aHEOM is given by the damped resonant Jaynes–Cummingsmodel, which describes
the dynamics of a two-level system inside a leaky cavity. The electro-magnetic cavity ﬁeld is characterised by a
Lorentzian spectral density function that is centred around the transition frequency of the two-level system. The
spectral width of the cavity ﬁeld is denoted by ζ, whereas γ labels the coupling strength of the two-level system
and the cavity ﬁeld. After tracing out the electromagnetic ﬁeld, thismodel permits an exact description of the
(generally non-Markovian) dynamics in terms of aHEOM,which reads
z=( ) ( ) ( ) t t a, 181 2
åg z s s z= + +-
=
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†   t t t t b, 18




åg s s z s s= -
=




i i z z3
,
2 3
with s s s s= -- - + + -{ }   , 21 1 1 and s s s=  ( )i 2x y . The system state is denoted by ( ) t1 , whereas
the two auxiliary operators ( ) t2 and ( ) t3 encode information about the environment and system-
environment correlation. The introduction of a general framework bymeans of which thisHEOMhas been
obtained is given in appendix A.1 and remarks that explicitly concern the construction of (18a)–(18c) are found
in appendix A.1.3.
To turn thisHEOMequation into an equation ofmotion for the dynamicalmaps L ( )t1 to L ( )t3 , onewrites
(18a)–(18c) in the Bloch basis. The Bloch representation of the extended state ( ) t is then given by a 12-
dimensional vector, and the 12×12-dimensional Bloch representation of the generator is also the generator
for the dynamics of the 12×4-dimensional Bloch representation of the extended dynamicalmapL( )t . The
latter is initialised by L =( ) 01 and L =( ) 0i for i 2, where  and are the identity and the nullmap,
respectively. This corresponds to the initial condition = =( ) ( )  0 02 3 . It has been algebraically veriﬁed that












( ( ) ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )















1 0 0 1
0 1 i i 0
0 i i 1 0


















where the only time-dependent degree of freedom l ( )t1 is a coordinate of the systemmap L ( )t1 . Thus, the
condition c ( ) t 0, i.e. complete positivity of the systemmap L ( )t1 , does only depend on l ( )t1 and all other
degrees of freedomof L ( )t1 can safely be ignored. The dynamics of l ( )t1 is obtained from the differential
equation L L¶ =( ) ( )t tt and reads l l¶ =( ) ( )t l tt
 
, where l l l=( ) [ ( ) ( )]t t t,1 2

is a two-dimensional real-
valued vector and
z










The initial conditionL( )0 corresponds to l =( ) [ ]0 1, 0 . Strict positivity of all non-trivial eigenvalues of c ( )t
(two of them vanish constantly) in theﬁrst non-vanishing time-step is givenwhen gz > 0.When this product is
positive, we can replace the normalisation condition (ii) by (ii’).
Due to the structure of c ( )t in (19), its highest and the second-highest elementary symmetric polynomials
c( ( ))e t4 and c( ( ))e t3 are constantly equal to zero. The complete positivity of the systemmap L ( )t1 thus
depends on the highest non-vanishing polynomial c c c c l= = - = -( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )) ( )e e tr tr 2 1 4h 2 2 2 14 ,
which is positive if and only if l <∣ ( )∣t 11 . This condition is expressed as
c l l l l= - >( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )† †e t s t s t0 0 0h
   
with amatrix = [ ]s diag 1, 0 4 that characterises the valid
region . The situation is depicted inﬁgure 2(a).
To prove strict positivity of c( ( ))e th for all times >t 0, we strive for amatrix r (the representation of R in
the space of l ( )t ) that satisﬁes +† l r r l 0 (condition (i)), l l- =( )( ) ( )† r s0 0 0  (condition (ii’)), and
- r s 0 (condition (iii)). Conditions (ii’) and (iii) hold true, when r is parametrised by = ( )r rdiag 1, 422
with r 022 . Condition (i), in turn, is satisﬁed if º +† q l r r l 0, which is the case if and only if trace and
determinant of-q are non-negative. The latter is given as g z- = - -( ) ( )q rdet 2 422 2 for whywe have to
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choose z g=r 222 andwith z z g- = =( )q rtr 2 422 2 the conditions q 0 and r 022 are equivalent to
g  0 and z  0. Together with gz > 0 this proves that positivity of both parameters γ andλ is sufﬁcient for
c >( ( ))e t 0h and implies CP dynamics. Even though eigenvalues can become very small (see ﬁgure 2(b) for an
example), the conditions clearly assert that no eigenvalue of c ( )t vanishes.
2.4.2. Reviving coherences: aHEOMwith two levels
Anothermodel for a non-monotonic decay of phase coherence can be formulated in terms of theHEOM (see
appendix A.1.1 for an explicit derivation)





aw g s s= +˙ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )  t t t b21z z z2 1 2 2
with the Pauli operator sz and the dephasing Lindbladian s s= -  z z z . For a = 0 and the initial
condition =( ) 0 02 , thisHEOMdescribes purelyMarkovian dynamicswith exponentially decaying coherence.
For non-vanishing values ofα, however, the dynamics deviates from amere exponential decay and can give rise
to genuine non-Markovian revivals. The initial condition ( ) 02 governs the inﬁnitesimal behaviour of ( ) t1 at
time t=0. A generic choice is =( ) 0 02 although other choices are possible as wewill demonstrate later.
In the Bloch basis, the extended state ( ) t can be expressed in terms of an eight-dimensional vector and the




















0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 0 0








With the initial conditions L =( ) 01 , and L =( ) 02 and the structure of one can show by purely algebraic
means that the Bloch representations for the extended dynamicalmapL( )t reads
l l l lÄ + Ä[ ( ) ( ) ] ∣ ) [ ( ) ( ) ] ∣ )t t t tdiag 1, , , 1 1 diag 0, , , 0 21 1 2 2 and depends only on the two scalar parameters
l ( )t1 and l ( )t2 .With this formof the dynamicalmap L ( )t1 , the correspondingmatrix c ( )t is given by
c l l= + -( ) [ ( ) ( )]t t tdiag 1 , 0, 0, 1 21 1 . In particular, themaximal rank of c ( )t is h=2 and complete
positivity of L ( )t1 is given for l <∣ ( )∣t 11 , or, equivalently, c l l l l= - >( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )† †e t s t s t0 0 0h
   
with
Figure 2. Figure (a) depicts a representation of the set  (blue/yellow, solid) of extended dynamicalmapswith a system component
that is CP. The green (dashed) equipotential line of themonotone  contains the initial condition l ( )0 (black cross) and bounds the
set  (represented in yellow). The dynamics induced by (18a)–(18c), is depicted by vectors (grey/black) and the trajectory for the
initial condition l ( )0 is indicated in black (thick line). The set  lies completely inside  and as  decreasesmonotonically, this
proves complete positivity. Figure (b) shows c( )eh as a function of time and gives an idea of what values the smallest non-trivial
eigenvalues of c ( )t can take. Blue (solid) corresponds to g z= 10 (same parameters as in (a)), whereas red (dashed) represents
g z= 105 . Both cases are covered by the conditions derived in section 2.4.1.
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= [ ]s diag 1, 0 . Strict positivity of all non-trivial eigenvalues of c ( )t for inﬁnitesimal times is givenwhen either
g > 01 , or g = 01 and w a >, 0 hold true.
The procedure of proving complete positivity is now analogous to the previous case: as l ( )t1 and l ( )t2 are
the only relevant dynamical variables, the equation ofmotion for the extended dynamicalmap can be reduced to
l l¶ =( ) ( )t l tt
 
with l l l=( ) [ ( ) ( )]t t t,1 2









⎦⎥l 2 . 23
1
2
As already seen for the Jaynes–Cummingsmodel, the operator R is characterised by a 2×2-dimensional
matrix r that is parametrised by = [ ]r rdiag 1, 422 with r 022 in order to satisfy the conditions (ii’) and (iii).
Themonotonicity condition (i) holds true if +† l r r l 0, and a good choice for r22 (the choice is not unique)
is given by aw g g a w= +( ) ( )r 222 2 1 2 2 2 . In this case,monotonicity and r 022 are equivalent to g  01 , g  02
and a g g+ 2 01 2 such that these three conditions together with =( ) 02 and strict positivity of c ( )t for
short times are sufﬁcient for theHEOM in (21a) and (21b) to induce CPdynamics. An example for a process that
satisﬁes these conditions is given inﬁgure 3.
It is well established that the initially linear decay of coherence, which is depicted in the inset ofﬁgure 3, is an
artefact of theMarkov approximation. In the framework ofHEOMs, it is straight-forward to remove this
artefact by choosing the initial condition = -( ) ( ) 0 02 11 1 , which corresponds to l g w=( ) [ ]0 1, 1

and
yields =˙ ( ) 0 01 . Figure 3 shows the difference of the time evolution in the ﬁrst time-steps.
The examination of complete positivity requires amodiﬁcation of thematrix r in order to still complywith
(ii’) due to the change of the initial condition l ( )0 . To this end, we parametrise r bymeans of theCholesky
decomposition such that it is positive semi-deﬁnite and l l- =( )( ) ( )r s0 0 0  , which (due to the symmetry of r)
reduces the number of degrees of freedom in r to two. The condition - r s 0 is then incorporated into the
parametrization of r as shown in section 2.3, which eliminates another degree of freedom.With this
parametrization, the two conditions (ii’) and (iii) are satisﬁed and all but one single degree of freedomof r have


















with h aw g g= +2 2 1 2. Themonotonicity condition (i) and r 0 are then equivalent to g g+  01 2 andaw g g+ >2 02 1 2 , which (togetherwith the condition that all non-trivial eigenvalues of c ( )t become strictly
positive for short times t) are thus sufﬁcient conditions for CPdynamics.
2.4.3. Reviving coherences: aHEOMwith three levels
TheHEOM in (21a) and (21b) can be extended by adding a new auxiliary operator w ( ) t3 to the right-hand side
of (21b) and augmenting the equation ofmotion by (see appendix A.1.2 for a rigorous derivation of this
equation)
Figure 3.Time evolution of the coherence s( )tr x 1 for an initial state = +ñá+( ) ∣ ∣ 01 with +ñ = ñ + ñ∣ (∣ ∣ )0 1 2 , evolving
according to (21a), (21b), and its extension (25). The dynamics of (21a) and (21b)with initial conditions =( ) 0 02 and =˙ ( ) 0 01 is
depicted in blue (solid) and red (long dashing), respectively (g g w a= = =1 2 , 41 2 ). The orange (short dashing) line represents the
dynamics induced by introducing the additional level in (25)with = =( ) ( ) 0 0 02 3 (b g w= =8, 1 2 ).
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bw s s g s s= +˙ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )† †  t t t . 25z z z z3 2 3 3
SuchHEOMgives rise to a broader variety of dynamical processes and rekindles the question of complete
positivity. In favour of a concise discussion, we reduce the number of free parameters by
setting g g g g= = º1 2 3 .
The extended state ( ) t aswell as the generator are again expressed in the Bloch basis. In similarity to
(22), this permits to express theHEOM ¶ =( ) ( ) t tt in terms of a vector equation and the transition from
states to dynamicalmaps ismade by replacing ( ) t by the extended dynamicalmapL( )t , which is initialised by
L =( ) 01 and L =( ) 0i for i= 2, 3. In the Bloch representation, all dynamicalmaps L ( )ti preserve the
structure d l l d[ ( ) ( ) ]t tdiag , , ,i i i i1 1 such that the dynamics ofL( )t is completely characterised by the three-
dimensional real-valued vector l ( )t , which is initialised by l =( ) [ ]0 1, 0, 0 and evolves according to





















In fact, the question of complete positivity only depends on the two ratios a aw g=˜ 2 2 and b bw g=˜ 2 2, as
one can see in terms of the scaled variables l l w g=˜ ( ) ( )t ti i i i, whose equations ofmotion is described by l˜ that
is obtained from (26) bymultiplying all elements lijwith w g -( )i j. Since the structure of c ( )t does not change as
compared to theHEOMwith two levels, its highest non-trivial elementary symmetric polynomial =e eh 2 is still
correctly expressed by c l l l l= -( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )† †e t s t s t0 0h
   
with = [ ]s diag 1, 0, 0 4. Again, a Cholesky
decomposition of r (such that r 0) and the condition l l- =( )( ) ( )† r s0 0 0  permit to express - r s 0 in


















with a b, 0. Considering themore interesting case of a b ¹˜ ˜, 0, a very convenient choice for the three free
parameters is given by a= ∣ ˜ ∣a 1 2 , ab= ∣ ˜ ˜ ∣b 1 2 and c=0. Thismatrix satisﬁes themonotonicity condition
+† l r rl 0 if and only if one of the following two conditions is satisﬁed:
a a b- < - -˜ ˜ ˜ ( )  a1 2 0 and 2 1 , 28
a b> -˜ ˜ ( ) b0 and 1 . 28
Consequently, any of the two conditions (28a) or (28b) ensures complete positivity when strict positivity of all
non-trivial eigenvalues of c ( )t is given for short times.
Although this is only one instance of how thematrix r can be chosen and other choices (e.g. with ¹c 0) are
possible, it can prove complete positivity for a rather large parameter regime as shown in ﬁgure 4. An individual
numeric optimisation over r for each numerical instance of theHEOMcan even slightly enlarge that
parameter set.
3.Numeric approaches tomore complex problems
3.1. Transformation of the extended dynamicalmap
A central element of the procedure discussed in section 2 is to express the highest non-trivial elementary
symmetric polynomial c( ( ))e th in terms of a quadratic function inL( )t as shown in (7). For the examples
discussed in section 2.4, such a representation has been obtained by anticipating the structure of thematrix c ( )t
that characterises potential solution to the initial value problemby purely algebraicmeans. Because the initial
conditionL( )0 is typicallyﬁxed (usually by L =( ) 01 and L =( ) 0i for i 2), it is for example often possible
to prove that particular subspaces never become occupied. To this end, one shows that the dimension of the
space that is spanned by L( ) 0k with k= 0,K,f and f being the number of degrees of freedom inL( )t is strictly
smaller than f.When that is the case, then this indicates the existence of preserved quantities, which permit
predictions about the formof c ( )t and can thus help to obtain (7) (and to reduce the dimensionality ofL( )t ).
Tomake the approachmore universal and to permit c( ( ))e th to be of a degree >m 2 in c ( )t , one can apply
a transformationwhich renders geometries that are always accessible to our technique. To this end, we deﬁne a
function
c c c c
c
= - - = -[ ( )] ( ( ( )) ) ( ( )) ( ( ))
( ( )) ( )
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with a constant >c 0 such that the strict positivity of c[ ( )]G t is sufﬁcient for c >( ( ))e t 0h . Although c[ ( )]G t
is of a higher degree inL( )t , considering the function c[ ( )]G t rather than c( ( ))e th has the big advantage that
the prior can always be expressed in a form that is very similar to (7). This is done by deﬁning a new vector X( )t
whoseﬁrst component reads cX = -( ) ( ( ))t e t ch1 . Independently of the components X ( )ti with i 2, this
vector permits to express c[ ( )]G t as
c = X X - X X
c -
[ ( )] ( ) ˜ ( ) ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )† †
( ( ( )) )
G t S t S t0 0 , 30






with amatrix S˜ that is of the simple form = ¼˜ [ ]S diag 1, 0, , 0 . It is essential that X( )t follows a linear
differential equation ¶ X = X( ) ˜ ( )t tt
 
and as the elements of X( )t are functions of c ( )t (and thusL( )t ), this
differential equation can be derived from theHEOM.Already the ﬁrst component X ( )t1 , however, is a nonlinear
function inL( )t and its time-derivative does typically also involve terms that are nonlinear inL( )t . For X( )t to
Figure 4.Parameter set forwhich the systemdynamics induced by theHEOM in (21a), (21b) and (25) is found to beCP.Green (short-
dashed) corresponds to purely analytic veriﬁcation of complete positivity, and orange (long-dashed) is based on a numerical
optimisation of the operator R.White corresponds to violation of complete positivity identiﬁed through explicit solution of the
equations ofmotion. The blue region (solid), thus seems to correspond toCPdynamics, but can not be identiﬁed as suchwith the
present framework.
Figure 5.The sets inside which >P 02 is satisﬁed are depicted in blue before (a) and after (b) the nonlinear transformation from l ( )t

to X( )t . The black lines show the trajectories of l ( )t and X( )t for the initial conditions that correspond to L =( ) 01 (black crosses).
For the geometry depicted in (a), it is impossible to ﬁnd amatrix ( )r 2 such that the equipotential line of points x with x x =† ( )r const2 
contains l ( )0 and lies completely inside 2 (the set with >P 02 ). After the nonlinear transformation amore benign geometry has
been obtained such that an accordingmatrix can be found.
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anyway evolve according to a linear equation, one can now consider any nonlinear contribution to be a new
element of X( )t and keep increasing the size of X( )t until one has recovered a linear equation ofmotion
¶ X = X( ) ˜ ( )t tt
 
5. Thematrix ˜ is constructed accordingly and eventually yields the desired equation of
motion for X( )t .
In order to prove strict positivity of c[ ( )]G t , one follows the same procedure that has been introduced in
section 2.1 and seeks amatrix ˜ R 0 that satisﬁes (i)–(iii) (where andL( )t must be replaced by ˜ and X( )t
and the scalar product becomes the standard scalar product in the Euclidean space). To this end, it is beneﬁcial to
choose c= ¥ ( ( ))c e tlimt h such that the second term in (30) vanishes asymptotically. If such amatrix R˜ can be
found and c[ ( )]G t increases inﬁrst order, then c >[ ( )]G t 0 hold true for >t 0 and the systemdynamics
is CP.
3.2. Semi-deﬁnite programming
The transformation introduced in section 3.1, or a consideration ofmore complex quantum systems and
HEOMswith several levels, can quickly increase the dimensionality of theHEOMto a level at which the
operator R can not be constructed analytically. In such cases, however, the convexity of the problempermits the
application of a highly efﬁcient numerical approach. To this end, let us parametrise R such that the
normalisation condition (ii) (or (ii’)) is satisﬁed and deﬁne = +† Q R R and = - Å -( ) ( )B Q R Sv .
Theminimisation problem




is a semi-deﬁnite programme [29], which can be solved reliably and efﬁciently. The constraint B 0 implies
- R S 0 (i.e. condition (iii)) and  Q v . If theminimum vm is non-positive, one has found R such that (i)
holds true. The condition v 0m thus veriﬁes complete positivity.
3.3. Example: non-Markovian dynamics due to aﬁnite temperature bath
To gain a better understanding of how the transformation introduced in section 3.1 affects the geometric
properties of the problem,we consider a two-level system that is coupled to a bath ofﬁnite temperature. In the
Markovian case, the situation is described by amaster equation in Lindblad form = ++ -˙ ( ) ( ) ( )   t t t1 1 1
where
g s s s s= -   ( { } ) ( )   , 2 , 321 1 1 
with rates g. In order to also permit non-Markovian dynamics, we introduce the traceless auxiliary operator
( ) t1 and extend the Lindblad equation to theHEOM (see appendix A.2 for amotivation of this equation)
w¶ = + ++ -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )   t t t a, 33t 1 1 2
x
g g¶ = + + ++ -( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )     t t t b33t p p x y2 1 2
with /g g g= ++ -( ) 2p , and ξ andω being scalar parameters that characterise the additional levels inHEOM
(the special cases w = 0 and x = 0 give rise toMarkovian dynamics).With = Ä + Ä( ) ( ) ∣ ) ( ) ∣ )  t t t1 21 2
and the operator that is derived from theHEOM (33a) and (33b), the latter can be expressed as
¶ =( ) ( ) t tt . The equation ofmotion for the dynamicalmaps is obtained by replacing ( ) t with
L = L Ä + L Ä( ) ( ) ∣ ) ( ) ∣ )t t t1 21 2 that is initialised by L =( ) 01 and L =( ) 02 .
The structure of and the initial condition give rise to a set of identities and restrictionswhich ﬁnally permit
to fully representL( )t bymeans of a four-dimensional vector l ( )t , whose initial condition is
l g g= -( ) [ ]0 , 0, 1, 0m p



























The dynamicalmap L ( )t1 in the Pauli basis is given as in (5) (with m s=i i) and due to the structural
properties of andL( )0 , the coefﬁcientmatrix is always of the form
5
A simple example would be the scalar equation ofmotion a=˙ ( ) ( )x t x t and the nonlinear coordinate transformation
= +( ) ( ) ( )y t x t x t2 . The coordinate y(t) satisﬁes a a= -˙ ( ) ( ) ( )y t y t x t2 ; replacing x(t) in terms of y(t)would result in a nonlinear
equation ofmotion, but treating x(t) as independent variable, permits tomaintain linear equation ofmotion at the expense of increasing the
number of independent variables.
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c =
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where q g g lº +( ) ( )t tm p 1 . In contrast to the previous examples, this structure of c ( )t does not permit
conclusions about constantly vanishing eigenvalues such that the highest possible elementary symmetric
polynomial =e deth must be considered. Equation (35) does, however, give rise to the factorisation
c c a= =( ( )) ( ( )) ( ) ( )e t t P t P tdeth 12 2 with a proportionality factor a g g g g= -+ - - +[ ( )]4 2 2 4 and
g l g= +( ) ( ) ( )P t t a, 36p m1 1
l l l= - + +( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )P t c c t c t c t b. 362 1 22 32 3 1 4 12
Here, the constants are given by g g g= - +c m1 2 , g g= -- +c2 2 2 , g g= -- +c3 4 4 and g g g= - +c p4 2 .
Considering the case g g >+ -, 0, the proportionality factorα is positive such that it is sufﬁcient to show
strict positivity of ( )P t12 and ( )P t2 separately in order to prove the positivity of c( ( ))e th . After verifying strict
positivity of c ( )t for short times, this ensures CPdynamics for t 0.
The factor ( )P t12 is always non-negative but to show strict positivity for >t 0, we reformulate the problem
such that l l l l- >( ) ( ) ( ) ( )† ( ) † ( )s t s t0 0 01 1    with a symmetricmatrix ( )s 1 is sufﬁcient for l >( ( ))P t 012

and
strive for the construction of amatrix ( )r 1 that satisﬁes +† ( ) ( ) l r r l 01 1 , l l- =( )( ) ( )† ( ) ( )r s0 0 01 1  , and
-( ) ( ) r s 01 1 (see (i), (ii’), and (iii)). The procedure is very similar to the previous examples for whywe abstain
froma detailed discussion and anticipate that ( )P t1 never returns to zerowhen g wx- 2 p2 holds true.
Showing the second condition l l l l l= - >( ( )) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )† ( ) † ( )P t s t s t0 0 02 2 2
    
ismore involved, which
can be understood best in geometric terms. A cross-section (for l l= = 02 4 ) of the set 2 of vectors l

that
satisfy l >( )P 02

is depicted inﬁgure 5(a) and the black cross corresponds to the initial condition l ( )0 . As one
can see, it is not possible to place an ellipsoidal equipotential line l l =† ( )r const.2  (that would conﬁne the set
2) inside 2 such that it contains the initial condition l ( )0

. In algebraic terms, the two conditions (ii’) and (iii)
can not be satisﬁed simultaneously for geometric reasons.
We can, however, transform the geometry of 2 in order tomitigate this problem. To this end, we deﬁne the
ﬁrst component of the new vector X( )t to be given by X = -( ) ( )t c P t1 2 with = >¥( ( ))c P tlim 0t 2 such
that º X X - X X >( ) ˜ ( ) ( ) ˜ ( )† †G S t S t0 0 0    implies >( )P t 02 , when = ¼˜ [ ]S diag 1, 0, , 0 . The other elements
l l lX =( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( ))t p t t t,j j k k l with j 1 are polynomials in l ( )tk of degree one or two and are iteratively
chosen such that X( )t satisﬁes the differential equation ¶ X = X( ) ˜ ( )t tt
 
with an according generator ˜.
Figure 5(b) depicts the convex set of vectors X for which >G 0 holds true. Because of its benign geometry,
we can ﬁnd amatrix R˜ such that there is an equipotential line X X =˜† R const.  that contains the initial
condition X( )0 and lies completely within 2, i.e. X - X =( )( ˜ ˜) ( )† R S0 0 0
 
and -˜ ˜ R S 0 hold true.When also
themonotonicity condition +˜ ˜ ˜ ˜†  R R 0 is satisﬁed and X X( ) ˜ ( )† t R t  decreases for short times t, then this
proves >( )P t 02 for all times.
Due to the rather high dimensionality of X( )t , such a function can not be found analytically but bymeans of
a semi-deﬁnite programme a very efﬁcient numeric construction has been carried out.
4.Quantifying the violation of complete positivity
Inmany cases, an exact description of the dynamics of a physical system is only obtained for inﬁnitely deep
HEOMs (i.e. HEOMswith an inﬁnite number of levels). A truncation of theHEOM is then often employed in
order to obtain approximate systemdynamics. Such a truncation, however, can give rise to a slight violation of
complete positivity of the induced dynamical systemmap L ( )t1 . The latter typically occurs for short times, at
which the coefﬁcientmatrix c ( )t has very small eigenvalues, and vanishes for all times greater than a critical
time tp. During this initial time interval  t t0 p complete positivity is violated and even if the violation is
numerically negligible, the proposed frameworkwill not be able to verify CPdynamics.
In such cases, it is desirable to estimate the degree of violation of complete positivity. This degree is for
instance an indicator of whether the approximation is good enough as strong violation of complete positivity
suggests unphysical dynamics and thus an insufﬁcient approximation.Wewill propose two different ways of
quantifying this violation and demonstrate their applicability bymeans of an important example.
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4.1. Complete positivity after an initial violation time
At the initial time t=0, when the systemmap L ( )01 is equal to the identity, the coefﬁcientmatrix c ( )0 has just
one non-vanishing eigenvalue. A truncation (and thus approximation) of theHEOM therefore often causes an
eigenvalue of c ( )t to becomenegative for short times. The identiﬁcation of a critical time tp at which the
dynamics becomesCP again helps to estimatewhether the violation is indeed just a short-time phenomenon, or
a structural problem that eventually impedes a physical interpretation of the time-evolution. A good guess for tp
can be obtained froma numeric propagation of c ( )t for short times and once a candidate for tp (and the
according extendedmapL( )tp ) has been identiﬁed, the proposedmethod in section 2.1 for proving complete
positivity can be employed to show that the dynamics is CP for all >t tp.
The situation is depicted inﬁgure 6(a), where it is schematically visualised how the extended dynamicalmap
leaves the valid region  (blue) for short times in order to re-enter at time >t 0p .
4.2. Lower bound on the eigenvalues ofχ
An alternative way of quantifying the violation of complete positivity of the systemmap L ( )t1 is based on
estimating a lower bound d- min on the eigenvalues of thematrix c ( )t . Rather than requiring the positivity of
the highest non-trivial elementary symmetric polynomial c( ( ))e th , we strive to prove c d+ >( ( ) )e t 0h min ,
which permits negative eigenvalues of c ( )t as long as they remain greater than the newparameter d- min .
Algebraically thismeans that one needs toﬁnd an extendedmapW = å W Ä ∣ )ii i that is such that (7) is
modiﬁed to
c d W W L L+ = á ñ - á ñ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( ) S Se t t t, , . 37h min
Furthermore, the normalisation condition (ii) is then replaced by
(ii”) W Wá - ñ =( )R S, 0
and the set of conditions on R is extended by
(iv) W W L Lá ñ > á ñ( ) ( )R R, 0 , 0 .
Whenever R is found such that (i), (ii”), (iii), and (iv) are satisﬁed, this proves strict positivity of
c d+( ( ) )e th min for all times t 0.
To prove this statement, (ii”) is applied to (37), which yields
c d W W L L+ = á ñ - á ñ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( ) R Se t t t, , . 38h min
Figure 6.The ﬁgure shows schematically how a time-evolution violates complete positivity for short times before the dynamics
becomes CP again. The induced dynamics that is initialised by L( )0 (black cross) is represented by the black trajectory. The valid
region  of extendedmaps that induceCPdynamics is depicted in blue and L( )t leaves this region for short times. In (a), the initial
condition is thus replaced by L( )tp (red cross). The time interval  t t0 p is disregarded and the proposed procedure is employed
to determine the set  , that contains L( )t for >t tp, such that  lies inside  and complete positivity is shown for >t tp. In (b), the
condition c >( )t 0, that deﬁnes , is replaced by c d> -( ) t min which enlarges the set  of states that are considered valid. The
tangential pointW of  and  becomes object to an optimisation, which increases the chance to ﬁnd  such that Í . In that
case, d- min is a lower bound for the eigenvalues of c ( )t .
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Bymeans of (iii), this can be further bound to
c d W W L L+ á ñ - á ñ( ( ) ) ( ) ( ) ( )  R Re t t t, , , 39h min
which, according to (iv), is strictly positive at the time t=0. For all times >t 0, the right-hand side of (39)
increasesmonotonically due to (i), such that c d+ >( ( ) )e t 0h min and all eigenvalues of c ( )t are greater than
d- min for all times.
In geometric terms, thismodiﬁcation enlarges the region  that is considered valid as depicted inﬁgure 6(b).
The points Gwith G W( ) ( )  (where  is deﬁned as in section 2.2) deﬁne the region  that will contain the
solutionL( )t for all times andW is the tangential point of  and the (enlarged) set . It is important to point
out thatW is not uniquely deﬁned and becomes itself object to an optimisation. This often permits toﬁnd an
operator R that satisﬁes (i), (ii”), (iii), and (iv) and proves d- min to be a lower bound on the eigenvalues of c ( )t .
4.3. Example: the spin-Bosonmodel
One of themost prominent examples of amicroscopically derivedHEOMdescribes the dynamics of a two-level
system that is coupled to a bath of harmonic oscillators. For a high temperature case (bg 1 )withweak
system-bath coupling ( g wD2 2  ), theHEOM is expressed as [10, 12, 13]
w s s= - - D[ ] [ ] ( )   ai
2
, i , , 40z x1 1 2




, . 40x x z2 1 1 2 2
Here, ( ) t1 represents the state of a systemwith a resonance frequencyω, whereas [· ·], and {· ·}, denote the
commutator and the anti-commutator, respectively. As discussed in [10, 12, 13],Δ characterises the system-
environment coupling,β corresponds to the inverse bath temperature, and γ is a damping constant.
Again (40a)/(40b) can bewritten as ¶ =( ) ( ) t tt , where = Ä + Ä( ) ( ) ∣ ) ( ) ∣ )  t t t1 21 2 and the
generator has been deduced form theHEOM. In order to obtain the equation ofmotion for the extended
dynamicalmapL( )t , one replaces ( ) t byL = L Ä + L Ä( ) ( ) ∣ ) ( ) ∣ )t t t1 21 2 . Expanding the eigenvalues
( ) ti of thematrix c ( )t that characterises the dynamicalmap L ( )t1 for the system state in time, one ﬁnds that
one of these eigenvalues is given by c b g w= - D +( ( )) ( ) ( ) t t O t1 1144 2 2 2 2 4 5 . For non-vanishing values ofβ, γ,
Δ andω, this eigenvalue becomes negative for short times, which results in a violation of complete positivity of
L ( )t1 . Sufﬁcient conditions for CP dynamics can hence not be found for this important example. It is, however,
possible to estimate the degree of violation of complete positivity: a numerical integration yields that the
violation is typically not very strong and limited to rather short times, both of whichwe prove in the following.
4.3.1. Complete positivity for >t tp
By propagating the extended dynamicalmap over a short period of time, it is possible to determine a time tp at
which the coefﬁcientmatrix c ( )tp is positive deﬁnite. Based on the procedure laid out in section 4.1, wewant to
prove that complete positivity is given for all subsequent times.
Due to the structure of andL( )0 , it is possible to represent the extended dynamicalmapL( )t by six
degrees of freedom that form the six-dimensional real-valued vector l ( )t , which is initialised by
























0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2
0 0 0 0 2 0
. 41
4 2
The simpliﬁcation ofL( )t yields a set of identities for the dynamicalmap L ( )t1 , which gives rise to in a certain







( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )























where allmatrix elements are linear functions in l ( )t . The structure of c ( )t does not permit conclusions
concerning the existence of constantly vanishing eigenvalues such that the determinant is considered to be the
highest non-trivial elementary symmetric polynomial. It is evaluated to c c= µ( ( )) ( ( )) ( ) ( )e t t P t P tdeth 1 2
with a positive proportionality factor and
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b l b w l l l l b w l l= - D - D - - - - - - +( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )P b a4 4 1 2 4 4 , 431 2 2 42 2 6 4 6 6 2 2 1 3 2
l l l l b l bw l= - + + - + - D + -( ( ) ( ) ) ( ( )) ( )P b4 4 1 2 1 , 432 22 1 3 2 3 2 4 6 2
where b w= - +b 42 2 . For the considered initial condition l ( )0 , both factors vanish initially and by algebraic
means it can be shown that =( ) ( )P t P t1 2 holds indeed true for all times t 0. It is thus sufﬁcient to keep track
of ( )P t1 only, and to show that it never returns to zero, in order to prove c >( ( ))e t 0h and thus complete
positivity of L ( )t1 for t tp.
For geometrical reasons that are similar to those discussed in section 3.3, the transformation that has been
introduced in section 3.1 is required in order to render a situation inwhich our procedure is applicable. To this
end, a vector X( )t is constructed based on l ( )t that is such that = X X - X X >( ) ˜ ( ) ( ) ˜ ( )† †G S t S t0 0 0    (with
thematrix = ¼˜ [ ]S diag 1, 0, , 0 ) implies >( )P t 01 for >t tp. The strict positivity ofG(t) is provenwhen a
matrix R˜ has been found that satisﬁes +˜ ˜ ˜ ˜†  R R 0, X - X =( )( ˜ ˜) ( )† t R S t 0p p
 
, and -˜ ˜ R S 0, which can
be carried out bymeans of a semi-deﬁnite programme.
As an example, we consider the case g w= 3 , wD = 2 and b w= -8 10 1depicted inﬁgure 7. This case
features a clear signature of non-Markovianity, which ismeasured [30] to L  ¥ =( ( )) t 0.341 . Complete
positivity is proven after the critical time wt 0.6p  . It is noteworthy that the non-Markovian revivals arise after
the critical time tp.
4.3.2. Lower bound on the eigenvalues of c ( )t
The second possibility to quantify the violation of complete positivity is to estimate a lower bound d- min on the
eigenvalues of thematrix c ( )t as discussed in section 4.2. To this end, wemake a guess for d > 0min and prove
c d c d+ = + >( ( ) ) ( ( ) ) e t tdet 0h min min for t 0. The time-evolution ofL( )t is not affected by this
modiﬁcation of eh for why the generator l given in (41) and the structure of thematrix c ( )t in (42) still apply.
Themodiﬁed polynomial eh can again be factorised to c d+ µ ¢ ¢( ( ) ) ( ) ( )e t P t P th min 1 2 with a positive
proportionality constant and
d d l¢ = + + -( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )P t P t t a32 1 2 , 441 1 min min 6
d d l¢ = + + +( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )P t P t t b32 1 2 , 442 2 min min 6
where ( )P t1,2 are given in (43a) and (43b). In contrast to the previous case, the two factors ¢ ( )P t1,2 differ from
each other forwhy theymust be examined individually.
The procedure to prove ¢ >( )P t 01,2 is similar to the previous case in section 4.3.1. Again, transformations
are applied that give rise to new vector representations X ( )( ) t1 and X ( )( ) t2 of the extended dynamicalmap and
the according generators ˜ ( ) i (with i= 1, 2)which govern the dynamics.Matrices ˜( )S i and functions
º W W - X X( ) [ ] ˜ [ ( )] ˜ ( )( ) † ( ) ( ) ( ) † ( ) ( )G t S t S ti i i i i i i
   
are deﬁned such that >( )G t 0i implies ¢ >( )P t 0i for all times.
The identiﬁcation ofmatrices ˜( )R i that satisfy +[ ˜ ] ˜ ˜ ˜( ) † ( ) ( ) ( )  R R 0i i i i (condition (i)), are normalised as
W - W =[ ] ( ˜ ˜ )( ) † ( ) ( ) ( )R S 0i i i i  (condition (ii”)), satisfy the operator inequalities -˜ ˜( ) ( ) R S 0i i (condition (iii)),
and the additional conditions X X < W W[ ( )] ˜ ( ) [ ] ˜( ) † ( ) ( ) ( ) † ( ) ( )R R0 0i i i i i i    (condition (iv)) do then proveGi(t) to be
strictly positive, which implies c d+ >( ( ) )e t 0h min such that d- min is a lower bound on the eigenvalues
of c ( )t .
Figure 7.Ameasure of non-Markovianity [30] L( ( )) t1 is depicted as a function of time for two different numerical instances of the
HEOM in (40a) and (40b). The blue dots represent the non-Markovianity for aHEOMdetermined by g w= 3 , wD = 2 and
b w= -8 10 1, which converges to a non-Markovianity of L  ¥ =( ( )) t 0.341 . Our framework proves the dynamics to beCP for
all times greater than wt 0.6p  . The red triangles relate to the case of higher temperatures (g w= 1 , wD = 2 10 and
b w= -2 10 1), for which the total non-Markovianity ismeasured to L  ¥ =( ( )) t 0.081 . Aswe show, none of the eigenvalues of
thematrix c ( )t ever falls below d- = - -10min 2 such that CP-violation ismoderate.
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Asmentioned before, the vectors W( )i are not uniquely deﬁned and become objects to an optimisation. Good
candidates are determinedwith a gradient-basedmethod and bymeans of a semi-deﬁnite programmewe show
that d- = - -10min 2 is a lower bound on the smallest eigenvalue of c ( )t for the test case of g w= 1 ,
wD = 2 10 and b w= -2 10 1. ThisHEOM induces a dynamical process with a non-Markovianity of
L  ¥ =( ( )) t 0.081 , whose time evolution is depicted inﬁgure 7.
5. Conclusion
Wehave demonstrated how complete positivity can be incorporated into the framework ofHEOMs. This
enables an abstraction of the equations ofmotion from a derivation based onmicroscopicmodels towards a
more phenomenological perspective that opens a new approach to non-Markovianity. A construction of
elementarymodels of open systemdynamics inwhich physical quantities like amplitudes and frequencies of
revivals of quantum coherence have a clear root in the underlying equations ofmotion—just like decay
constants are rooted inMarkovianmaster equations—will ultimately ease investigations of open system
dynamics inwhich system size or large statistical sampling [31–34] requires efﬁcient phenomenologicalmodels.
Although a theorem that describes CPdynamics as beautifully as the Lindblad theorem in theMarkovian case is
currently far out of reach for non-Markovian systems, the presented approachmight be taken as an initial step
towards such a theory.
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Appendix. Phenomenological constructions ofHEOMs
In sections 2.4, 3.3, and 4.3 speciﬁc examples ofHEOMs have been examinedwith respect to complete positivity.
Whereas theHEOM in (40a)/(40b), which has been discussed in section 4.3, is a well-knownHEOMfor the
spin-bosonmodel and hasﬁrst been derived in [9] based onmicroscopic assumptions, the other examples have
been obtained fromphenomenological considerations rather than frommicroscopic system-environment
models. To this end, new techniques have been conceived thatwill be presented in appendices A.1 andA.2 and
theHEOMs that have been investigated in themain article will be derived explicitly.
A.1. FindingHEOMs for targeted solutions
A convenient and constructive way to obtain awell-behavedHEOM is toﬁrst specify the targeted system
dynamics and then tailor theHEOMaccording to this solution. To this end, oneﬁrst deﬁnes a dynamicalmap
L ( )t1 that propagates the system state = L( ) ( ) ˆ t t1 1 for all times t 0 and all initial states =( ) ˆ 01 . The
HEOMwill then be constructed such that L ( )ˆt1 is theﬁrst element of the extended state
= å Ä=( ) ( ) ∣ ) t t iin i1 that solves theHEOM for the initial condition =( ) ˆ 01 and =( ) 0i for
all i 2.
TheHEOMs thatwe target for are of triangular form, i.e. their generators satisfy
w= = + = + ( )   j i j ifor 1 and for 2 A.1ij ij
with w1 being a unit of time and  and being the identitymap and the nullmap, respectively.With this form
of, the level k of theHEOMcan affect the systemdynamics earliest in the kth time-step.
Wewill now successively deduce the yet unknownoperators ij with j i by imposing the condition that
each operator ( ) tk must vanish in theﬁrst -k 2 time-steps:Whereas the system state ( ) t1 does not have to
vanish at all, theﬁrst auxiliary operator ( ) t2 shall vanish at the time t=0, the second auxiliary operator ( ) t3
shall satisfy =( ) 03 aswell as ¶ ==( )∣ tt t3 0 , and this series of conditions will be continued for all ( ) tk .
Let us demonstrate the proceduremore explicitly: after having deﬁned a dynamicalmap L ( )t1 for the system
state, we deﬁne
wº L - L˜ ( ˆ ) ( ˙ ( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ) ( )    t t t, , , A.22 11 1 11 1
as a function of time, the initial system state ˆ , and the yet unknown operator 11.We then require
˜ ( ˆ )  t, ,2 11 to vanish at the initial time t=0 independently of the initial system state ˆ , which can be
expressed by
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¶
¶ = "ˆ ˜ ( ˆ ) ( )   i j, , 0 0 , . A.3ij 2 11
Solving this linear equationwith respect to 11determines the ﬁrst level of theHEOMaswell as the ﬁrst auxiliary
operator, which can nowbe obtained from w= +˙ ( ) ( ) ( )  t t t1 11 1 2 and reads
wº -( ) ( ˙ ( ) ( )) ( )  t t t . A.42 1 11 1
In order to obtain the operators k1 to kk for each higher level k of theHEOM,we iteratively re-apply this
procedure. That is, weﬁrst deﬁne
å w¼ º -+
=











as a function of yet unknownoperators k1 to kk. According to the initial conditions, the ﬁrst -k 1 time
derivatives of ¼+˜ ( )   t, , ,k k kk1 1 must vanish at the initial time t=0, i.e.
¶
¶ ¶ ¼ = "+ =ˆ ˜ ( )∣ ( )    t i j, , , 0 , A.6ij t
v
k k kk t1 1 0
is required for all = ¼ -v k0, , 1. After the operators k1 to kk have been determined such that they satisfy all
these conditions, the auxiliary operator
å wº -+
=











vanishes in theﬁrst -k 1 time-steps as it has been required above.
As this procedure is iteratively re-applied, the number of levels of theHEOM increases until (A.7) yields
=+ ( ) t 0n 1 . This indicates that one has obtained aHEOMwith n levels, for which the initial condition
=( ) 0j for >j 1gives rise to the targeted systemdynamics = L( ) ( ) ( ) t t 01 1 1 .
A.1.1. Example: the derivation of theHEOM(21a)/(21b). Themethod that has been introduced above is now
applied in order tomotivate how theHEOM in (21a)/(21b) has been obtained. To this end, we aim for aHEOM
that induces the systemdynamics
= L = + -+ -( ) ( ) ˆ
ˆ ˆ ( )( ˆ ˆ )
( )( ˆ ˆ ) ˆ ˆ
( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
   













x y z1 1
0
0
with w= g-( ) ( )f t te cost being the function that characterises the reviving coherences. The parameters
s=ˆ ( ˆ )( ) tri i with =i x y z0, , , and s = 0 determine the initial state ˆ and need to satisfy =ˆ ( ) 10 and
+ +[ ˆ ] [ ˆ ] [ ˆ ]( ) ( ) ( )    1x y z2 2 2 in order for ˆ to have a trace equal to one and to be positive semi-deﬁnite.
Toﬁnd aHEOM that induces the targeted dynamics, we parametrise the yet unknown operator 11by





where the summation is carried out over =i j x y z, 0, , , . In accordance with (A.2), one deﬁnes
wº -˜ ( ) ( ˙ ( ) ( ))   t t t,2 11 1 11 1 such that (A.3) reads
¶
¶ = =ˆ ˜ ( ) ( )( )   k x y z, 0 0 with 0, , , A.10k 2 11
and is solvedwith respect to cij 11. This yields c g g= -( ) diag , 0, 0, 211 or, equivalently, g=   2z11
with the dephasing Lindbladian s sº -  z z z . Equation (A.7)determines theﬁrst auxiliary operator ( ) t2
as
= -+( )
( )( ˆ ˆ )
( )( ˆ ˆ )
( )
( ) ( )


















with k=2 and the scalar function w= - g-( ) ( )g t te sin 2t2 .
We can now re-applying the same procedure to the operator ( ) t2 , in order to determine 21 and 22. First,
these operators are parametrised in terms of yet unknown scalars cij 21 and cij 22 as in (A.9). After deﬁning




¶ ¶ ==ˆ ˜ ( ) ˆ [ ˜ ( )∣ ] ( )( ) ( )       t, , 0 0 and , , 0, A.12k k t t3 21 22 3 21 22 0
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where =k x y z0, , , , with respect to parameters cij 21 and cij 22. The conditions in (A.12) determine only 24 out
of the 32 degrees of freedom in cij 21 and cij 22 and the remaining degrees of freedom can be chosen such that the
forms of 21 and 22 become as simple as possible, what eventually yields w=   2z21 and
g s s=  z z22 . The second auxiliary operator wº - -( ) ( ˙ ( ) ( ) ( ))    t t t t3 2 21 1 22 2 vanishes
constantly such that theHEOMhas only two level.
We have nowderived aHEOMthat induces the systemdynamics deﬁned in (A.8). However, wewant to
generalise thisHEOMby permitting an arbitrary pre-factor for 21 such that the latter reads aw=  z21
with a free parameterα. Furthermore, we permit the damping constant γ to take different values g1 and g2 on the
two different levels of theHEOM. For a = 1 2 and g g g= =1 2 one obtains the originalHEOMbut the
additional parameters also permit to cover different processes. TheﬁnalHEOMthat has nowbeen obtained is
stated in (21a)/(21b).
A.1.2. Example: extension of theHEOM(21a)/(21b) bymeans of (25). We can further generalise the dynamics
that has been deﬁned in (A.8) by changing the function f (t) to a w= + -g-( ) ( [ ( ) ])f t te 1 2 cos 1t . In the case
of a = 1 2 one recovers the same dynamics that has been targeted for in appendix A.1.1.However, different
values ofα permit a broader range of dynamical processes and call for a newHEOM.
In order to obtain the latter, we follow the proposed procedure in the very sameway that has been carried out
in appendix A.1.1 andﬁnd that theﬁrst operator in theHEOMreads g=   2z11 . The auxiliary operator
( ) t2 is then determined as in (A.7)with k=1 and is given through (A.11)with k=2 and
a w= - g-( ) ( )g t te sint2 . As in (A.5)we then deﬁne ˜ ( )   t, ,3 21 22 all conditions onwhich (compare (A.12))
are satisﬁed by the operators (the choice is not unique) aw=  z21 and g s s=  z z22 . In contrast to
the previous example, the operator ( ) t3 does in the present case not vanish constantly but is given through
(A.11)with k=3 and a a w= - -g-( ) ( )( ( ))g t te 1 2 1 cost3 . For that reason, an additional level in theHEOM







¶ ¶ == =ˆ ˜ ( ) ˆ [ ˜ ( )∣ ] ˆ [ ˜ ( )∣ ] ( )( ) ( ) ( )     t t0 0, 0, and 0 A.13k k t t k t t4 4 0
2
4 0
with =k x y z0, , , on ˜ ( )    t, , ,4 31 32 33 , which has been obtained from (A.5)with k=3, one can eventually
determine the operators = 31 , w a s s= -( )  1 2 z z32 , and g s s=  z z33 . Other choices for the
operators are possible as (A.13) does not determine themuniquely, but the present choice has been foundmost
convenient.
Eventually, theHEOMshall again be generalised by replacing the operator 32with bws s=  z z32 ,
whereβ is a free parameter. Theﬁrst two levels of theﬁnalHEOMare then identical to (21a) and (21b). The latter
is, however, extended by an additional summand w ( ) t3 , which evolves according to (25).
A.1.3. Example: the Jaynes–Cummingsmodel in (18a)–(18c). In contrast to the previous two examples, which
were not related to any particular physical system, wewill nowderive aHEOM that describes the dynamics of the
resonant Jaynes–Cummingsmodel [35]. To this end, we consider a two-level system inside a leaky cavitywhose
coupling to the cavity ﬁeld is determined by the coupling constant γ. Theﬁeld is characterised by a Lorentzian
spectral density that is peaked at the resonance frequency of the two-level system andwhose spectral width is
denoted by ζ.
The reduced systemdynamics has been obtained analytically and reads [35]
= -( )
∣ ( )∣ ˆ ( ) ˆ
( )[ ˆ ] ∣ ( )∣ ˆ
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )* *





f t f t




where the parameters Îˆ ( ) 11 and Îˆ ( ) 12 determine the initial system state and
a z
a



















with a z gz= - 22 characterises the systemdynamics. Knowing the analytical solution ( ) t1 , one can apply
the procedure that has been described above in order toﬁnd aHEOM for the resonant Jaynes–Cummings
model. The derivation is carried out in analogy to appendix A.1.2 and eventually yields theHEOM (18a)–(18c).
A.2. Extending a Lindblad equation
TheHEOMs that have been tailored in appendix A.1 have been constructed under the premise of a previously
deﬁned solution.One can, however, also take a different phenomenological approach to the construction of
HEOMs that is focused on the physical problem rather than on themathematical formof the solution. The idea
of this approach is to consider a Lindblad equation, which typically permits a convenient phenomenological
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interpretation, and to extend thisMarkovian equation to aHEOMthat could also permit non-Markovian
processes.
As an example, we consider a two-level system that is coupled to a thermal reservoir withﬁnite temperature
andwhose dynamics is described by the Lindblad equation ¶ = ++ -( ) ( ) ( )  t tt 1 1 with
g s s s s= -   ( { } )   , 21 1 1  and rates g. Depending on the initial state, the dynamics that is
induced by thisMarkovian equation ofmotion is characterised by exponential gain or loss processes.
ThisMarkovian equation can nowbe extended such that it becomes aHEOMby adding w ( ) t2 to the
right-hand side of the equation ofmotion, where w1 is a unit of time and ( ) t2 denotes the (dimensionless)
auxiliary operator. The equation ofmotion for ( ) t2 shall be of the form ¶ = +( ) ( ) ( )   t t tt 2 21 1 22 2
such that the two operators 21 and 22 determine towhat extent the systemdynamics will eventually differ
fromwhat would have been induced by a time-independent Lindblad equation.Howone can uncover an
intuitive relation between the choice of 21, 22 and systemdynamics is a challenging and in full generality yet
unanswered question. A good phenomenological understanding can, however, be obtained for the case of 21
being proportional to 11, i.e. for x g= ++ -( )( )  p21 with a free scalar parameter ξ. This choice of 21
causes the system state to affect the time-derivative ¶ ( ) tt 2 of the auxiliary operator in the sameway (up to a
constant factor) as the time-derivative ¶ ( ) tt 1 of the system state itself. If therewas no further coupling between
( ) t1 and ( ) t2 , then the time-evolution of ( ) t1 would be completely encoded into the time-evolution of
( ) t2 . However, due to the summand w ( ) t2 in the equation ofmotion for ( ) t1 , the auxiliary operator ( ) t2
couples back to the system state and affects the latter not at the time t but only in the next time-step d+t t . This
contributes a kind of ‘inertia’ to the systemdynamics and gives rise to non-Markovian oscillation of quantum
coherence.
Eventually, we choose 22 such those coherences between sx-eigenstates and those between sy-eigenstates
in the auxiliary operator are dampedwith the rate g g++ -( ) 2. This yields g g= + ++ -( )( )   2.x y22
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